The thesis "Cost-Efficient Global Robot Navigation in Rugged Off-Road Terrain" proposes a global robot navigation concept for rugged off-road terrain which is robust against inaccurate self-localization and scalable to large environments, but also cost-conscious, e.g. able to generate navigation paths which optimize a cost measure closely related to terrain traversability. The thesis contributes a set of new techniques to integrate costconsciousness into a primarily topological navigation scheme. Also, novel methods to learn and optimize cost estimates from experience are developed.
Introduction
Mobile robots capable of autonomous navigation in unstructured off-road terrain have received a considerable amount of research interest throughout the last decades. This interest is spurred by the fact that such robots have many applications in the context of disaster relief, military or commercial operations.
Many established mobile robots use a metrical world model for long range navigation. They construct detailed, dense global traversability maps and plan paths using D*-type algorithms [3] . This strategy has been shown to yield good results. However, the handling of large global maps is computationally expensive and depends on accurate robot localization at all times. Other approaches employ a topological map which abstracts completely from finer metrical details [4] . While topological techniques scale well and are less affected by bad localization, these techniques also abstract from most issues related to terrain traversability. Thus, they do not support cost-conscious path planning in off-road terrain in their pure form.
Thesis Summary
The thesis "Cost-Efficient Global Robot Navigation in Rugged Off-Road Terrain" [1] formulates a new robot navigation strategy which unites aspects of both metrical and topological approaches.
The new methodology extends a primarily topological map, which remains abstract enough to scale well, with metrical aspects that enable cost-conscious path planning on the topological level. In detail, these extensions include:
-a multidimensional topological edge cost measure capturing relevant aspects of terrain traversability, -a mathematical method to use this cost measure for path planning with user-selectable priorities, -algorithms to reflect traversability in the map structure after navigation successes and failures, -a technique to learn consistent edge cost measures based on feedback from a local piloting layer, -a set of methods to predict edge costs by extrapolating existing cost measures, -a new data structure termed 'local traversability map ' containing cost modifiers to improve the cost prediction for edges leading into untraversed terrain, -a set of image processing methods to fill and maintain local traversability maps with cost information based on analyzing long range visual sensor data with respect to terrain shape and appearance.
A Posteriori Edge Cost Learning Through Self-Observation
This section introduces the novel technique which learns consistent edge cost measures based on feedback from a local piloting layer in more detail. Starting point of the thesis is a purely topological navigation system which does not explicitly model local terrain traversability or any related cost information. This navigator plans paths using a topological map G representing reachable locations (nodes) n ∈ N and possible transitions (edges) e ∈ E. It relies on a behavior-based local piloting layer (the pilot) to avoid obstacles along the way using a metrical short-term memory.
The very first step in order to introduce cost consciousness into the navigator is to assign a realistic cost to each map edge. This allows to apply cost minimizing path planners (e.g. based on the Dijkstra-algorithm). The cost of traversing a map edge e for the navigator must be consistent with the actual difficulties experienced by the pilot upon edge traversal. Unfortunately, this is a difficult problem for robots steered by a behavior-based control subsystem, because little a priori information is available about the real trajectory that will emerge during motion. Also, the local disturbances encountered along the way are key constituents for an accurate cost measure; However, the topological path planner should abstract from such local effects in order to maintain scalability and map compactness.
As a first step in order to resolve this dilemma, the thesis proposes to learn consistent estimates of major cost factors after an edge has been traversed by observing the pilot's activities during the robot movement. For instance, by monitoring the pilot behaviors responsible for avoiding obstacles, an estimate of the risk involved in traveling an edge can be made. Likewise, behaviors sensitive to energy consumption can be examined to gain a notion of how much electrical energy was spent during the transition. The key to maintain topological scalability here is to retain only the information that is directly related to the travel cost (e.g. the strength of obstacle avoidance movements required) but to abstract away from information that is more related to the local piloting as soon as possible (e.g. actual obstacle positions).
This technique requires that the pilot behaviors generate some sort of situation assessment or activity signal which can be observed from outside. Most established behaviorbased systems indeed do provide such information, because such activity signals are also required for the internal fusion of multiple behavior outputs. The iB2C behavior-based framework [5] used by the robot which was used during experimental validation is no exception to this rule. In iB2C, every behavior module exports a target rating which encodes the behavior's actual 'happiness' with the current situation. This value is well suited to learn travel costs.
Once a topological edge has been fully traversed, the past pilot behavior observations can be summarized by an integration stage, yielding a single but potentially multidimensional cost measure for the entire edge. If the very same edge is to be traversed again in the future, the path planner now has a realistic cost estimate available. Also, after some cost measures are learned, the information can be extrapolated onto new, yet untraversed edges using a variety of techniques. This is described in further detail in [1] .
The next two sections provide more detail on the observation and the integration/learning stage. (t) corresponds to the current at time t fed into the actuator assigned to the behavior. r is assumed to be normalized and ranges from 0 if no current is applied up to a value of 1 at full current. The motor control behaviors are activated and controlled by the set A of obstacle avoidance behaviors, which have the purpose of steering the robot safely around obstacles using sensor data such as range measurements. In contrast to B, set A contains exteroceptive behaviors reacting to stimuli (obstacles) originating from a spatial location outside the robot. For these behaviors, the target rating r A i (t) is 0 if behavior A i does not see any necessity to influence the robot's trajectory. It rises to 1 if the behavior wants to produce the maximal effect achievable in its scope. For example, a value of 1 would be attributed to a velocity reduction behavior trying to bring the robot to a complete halt, or a turning behavior which wants to turn the robot with the maximal possible steering angle.
In addition to a suitable target rating signal, behaviors also export the spatial location p(t) of the stimulus responsible for the situation assessment. For behaviors in set A, these locations are the obstacle positions in the robot's local reference system. For inner behaviors such as those in set B, p B i (t) is equal to the robot's own position.
Once the navigator has selected an edge e to be driven, it signals this command to the pilot. In the following, t is limited to the execution time of a single edge traversal command e starting at time t 0 and ending at t 1 (t 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1 ). The edge cost learning component on the right side of Fig. 1 observes the target ratings r(t) of the two cost-relevant behavior sets A, B. In the depicted scenario, the assessments of set B are directly related to the motor currents, so it is reasonable to assume that their observation can yield a measure of how much energy the edge traversal requires, i.e. an estimate of an effort cost factor W . Similarly, the assessments of the obstacle avoidance set A should contain a notion of how much trajectory deviation due to obstacles was necessary. Under the assumption that traveling close to obstacles constitutes a risk and should be costly, these assessments are suitable to produce an estimate for a risk cost factor R.
Integration Stage
Once the edge has been traversed, the collected sequence of target ratings and source positions are integrated in order to generate one single cost estimate for the complete edge. For proprioceptive behaviors such as those in set B, this integration step amounts to a simple temporal integration of the weighted sum of the set's ratings, here described as a Full Integration:
The result W is proportional to the total amount of energy spent by all motors during traversal of edge e and can thus be used as effort estimate W . For exteroceptive behaviors, plain temporal integration is too simplistic. It leads to a dependency of the final cost estimate on the robot motion speed, as a slower movement causes a longer exposition to the external stimulus and thus a larger integrated value. However, a slow robot should definitely not judge a given obstacle situation more negatively than a faster model. As a solution, a spatial Local Maximum Integration step is proposed to combine exteroceptive behaviors situation assessments. For this, the robot must provide a locally stable frame of reference during edge traversal onto which the source location p A i (t) of each behavior assessment r A i (t) is referenced. It is not required to provide an exact or globally stable coordinate frame, so accurate robot localization remains unnecessary. As data structure for storing the assessments, a spatial map S has to be used. S can be modeled as a grid map with grid cell sizes equal to the accuracy of the sensor data used by set A or the accuracy of the reference frame, whatever is lower. This helps to make S both: robust against noisy location data and memory efficient. As notational conventions, S(p) should be interpreted as an access to the grid cell of S which represents location p. S denotes the sum of all grid cell values and is assumed to be initially zero.
Coming back to the spatial integration scheme, at each sampling time t, the r A i (t) values of all behaviors are stored into S at their corresponding positions p A i (t) using a maximum update rule: Once all assessments have been added to S, the integrated scalar risk cost estimate R for edge e can be derived directly through summation ('spatial integration' over S):
3.3 A Practical Example Figure 2 shows an example based on a practical test done with the robot RAVON [6] . The top row shows two topological edges which initially had no cost estimate available. The navigator was commanded to traverse each edge 20 times, and after each run, the proposed observation system integrated over all collected observations and produced a single scalar value of edge risk R and effort W . After 20 runs, the navigator had learned risk and effort cost estimates for n 0 −→ n 1 whose mean and std. deviations are presented at the very bottom of the figure. It can be observed that the overall increase in the estimated mean (μ) risk and effort cost for the edge n 0 −→ n 1 between the left and right scenario corresponds well with a human estimate of the two scenario's driving complexity. The middle and bottom rows give some insight into the collected observations. The middle row shows the S map filled with locations of behavior set B observations p B i (effort, current expended by the driving behaviors, the location corresponds to the robot's position). The lower row shows the S map of risk observations (location corresponds to obstacle positions which triggered the pilot's avoidance behaviors).
Conclusion
This article summarizes the key features of a new hybrid robot navigation methodology which extends a primarily topological map with many new components that enable cost-conscious path planning on the topological level. Among those components, a generic method to learn consistent estimates of major cost factors for topological map edges through a posteriori observation of a low-level, behaviour-based control layer was introduced in somewhat greater detail.
Tests in competitive scenarios [2] validate the claim that the new, hybrid metrical/topological map structure indeed allows to perform cost-conscious path planning. At the same time, the robot does not need to construct a detailed metrical world model to reason about traversability costs. This makes the presented approach highly scalable and less dependant on precise localization than existing metrical navigation methods.
